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Foes At the Slave Pits of Junox 
Original scenario by Fr. Dave, adapted for The World Between for Fictive Hack by Andrew Shields 

 
Avatar of Junox. A tiny portion of the alien monster that can only exist in this reality as a constantly 
changing amorphous pile of mud-like flesh.  
Wounds: 8. No armor. No physical attack. 
• Amorphous. Constant. It ignores the first Wound from any attack. Those in hand to hand range must 

test Daring difficulty 6 each round during the defend/protect phase or lose their footing and be unable 
to act in the round. 

• Crazy Talk. Constant. It babbles all the time; those in the same arena must test Commitment every 
round, difficulty 10. Those who fail either run at least 2 arenas away or take1 Wound. Ear protection 
does not help at all. 

• Empathy. 3 AP. Defend action. Everyone in its arena and adjacent arenas must test Commitment 
difficulty 10. Those who fail realize the beauty this thing brings into the world, and its peaceful 
intent, and immediately shift what they were doing to negate threats to it. Whether this means 
attacking foes or defending it physically is up to the player and DM working together. 

• Psychic Blast. Constant. As a shooting action, it inflicts 3 Wounds on everyone in its arena and 
adjacent arenas. Armor cannot soak this damage. Succeeding on a Commitment test difficulty 10 can 
reduce 1 Wound of the attack. 

 
Babbler. Amorphous blob about twice the size of a human, covered in crazy eyes and babbling mouths 
Wounds: 6. No armor. Can attack as any weapon type. Never fails a Commitment test. 
• Amorphous. It ignores the first Wound from any attack. Those in hand to hand range must test 

Daring difficulty 6 each round during the defend/protect phase or lose their footing and be unable to 
act in the round. 

• Crazy Talk. It babbles all the time; those in the same arena must test Commitment every round, 
difficulty 10. Those who fail either run at least 2 arenas away or take 1 Wound. Ear protection does 
not help at all. 

• Munch and Drain. 1 AP. It gets 5 dice to attack that can be directed against up to 5 targets, each die 
like a minion. If it attacks as a focus action, it inflicts an additional 2 Wounds of blood loss. 

 
Coffer Corpse. An angry spirit inhabits a corpse to vent its wrath on victims. 
Wounds: 2. Light armor. Unarmed, counts as light weapon (+4). 
• Play Dead. Constant. If it receives any damage, it keels over. (It may choose to collapse if hit, even if 

it is not injured.) Any time after that, it can rise and attack in the combat phase without the DM 
warning the players. Any time it collapses, it regains 1 Wound. 

• Terrifying. Constant. As a free action, the corpse can provoke a terror test difficulty 6, or 9 if rising. 
• Vengeful Grip. Constant. If it successfully impedes a target (+4), the target takes 1 Wound from 

being gripped and strangled. The target continues to take 1 Wound a round until freed. This Wound 
cannot be soaked by armor or Awesome Points. The corpse will not release the target until the target 
is well and truly dead. 

• Withered Armor. Constant. It ignores 4 Wounds from any weapon that is not blessed or enchanted. 
 
Chrysopelea. These 8-12 foot long arboreal snakes climb up to high places to launch themselves at prey. 
Wounds: 2. Light armor. Counts as reach weapon or range weapon. 
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• Glide Attack. Constant. The snake can glide up to 3 arenas for every arena of height, stretching ribs 
out with flesh flaps and silently drifting towards a target, arrowlike. This attack is only detectable 
with an Awareness difficulty 8, no Awesome Points can be spent on the detection. It launches at the 
beginning of the round, moving 3 arenas a round; if the target is within 3 arenas, it hits during the 
shoot phase. 

• Constriction. Constant. If the snake impedes a target (+4) then the target takes 2 Wounds a round 
while constricted. Armor does not help against this attack. 

 
Ectorat Swarm. Rats that fed on Junoxian material became rubbery-boned, oozy-bodied, and ghost-like. 
Wounds: [2+1d5]. Swarm. Can move 2 arenas a round, or move and attack. 
• Paralytic Venom. Constant. Anyone who is hit by the swarm (even without taking damage) must test 

Brawn difficulty 10 or be paralyzed for 1d5 rounds. If the target takes damage, the adrenaline helps 
with the save, reducing the difficulty by 2 per Wound inflicted. 

 
Fyrnewt. Reptilian humans with scales ranging from red to black. Vicious, cruel slavers. 
Wounds: 3. Medium armor. Hand weapon or reach weapon; claws and jaws are light weapon (+3). 
• Fire Resistant. Constant. They ignore the first 3 Wounds from any fire or heat based attack. They 

take an extra Wound from cold attacks. 
• Spitfire. 3 AP. Gush out a cone of flame against targets in a 90 degree arc within 10 feet. Possible 

targets take 2 Wounds if they do not dodge, 1 Wound if they fail a Daring difficulty 10 test, and no 
Wounds if they succeed. 

 
Ghoul. Undead, scrawny, burning with hate and bursting with supernatural strength and wickedness. 
Wounds: 2. Medium armor. Light weapon (+2). 
• Paralytic Touch. Constant. If hit, the target must test Brawn difficulty 8 or be frozen for [1d5 x 10] 

minutes. 
 
Giant Black Widow Spider. This creepy spider has a body the size of a human torso, dagger fangs, and 
legs that go all the way up. 
Wounds: 3. Medium armor. Light weapon (+3) and reach weapon. 
• Lethal Venom. Constant. If her light weapon inflicts a Wound, test Brawn difficulty 15 or die 

foaming at the mouth, desperation in your eyes. 
 
Giant Centipedes. The length of a man’s arm, with a bristle of bustling legs and venomous jaws. 
Wounds: 1. Minion. If they inflict 1 Wound, test Brawn difficulty 8 or take 2 more (total 3.) 
 
Giant Octopus. Capable of acting in marshes and freshwater. Amphibious. 
• 5 Wounds. No armor. 

o Tentacles. It can use up to 6 of its 8 tentacles a round. A tentacle can attack as a minion 
(groups can cooperate), as a light shield, as +4 to move or resist moving, or +2 Brawn to a 
grapple test. 

o Beak. The beak bites grappled targets only, ignoring up to 2 armor soak and doing 2 Wounds. 
 
Giant Spider. This hairy hunter has a body the size of a child, dagger fangs, and terrifying speed. 
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Wounds: 3. Medium armor. Light weapon (+3) and reach weapon. 
• Venom. If the hit is to the face or if the DM spends 2 Awesome Points, a successful hit injects 

poison. Test Brawn difficulty 10 or go limp for 12 hours, appearing dead. 
 
Giant Sticky Plant. Looks like a big pile of ropes and rags, until it eats you. Smells sticky sweet, rotten. 
Wounds: 8. Light armor. Tendrils as reach weapons, mouth as heavy weapon in a dense arena (+2 to hit.) 
• Sticky Grabber. Constant. It has 18 tendrils. Each one is a 1d attack like a minion, or adds +2 to its 

base impede of +8 (sticky globs on its strong tendrils.) Those impeded in an adjacent arena can be 
moved to melee range with it as a move action. Those impeded in its arena can be bitten by the mouth 
as a free attack at the end of the round. Every round a target is impeded, the target takes 1 Wound or 
loses 1 weapon or 1 level of armor, target’s choice. Impeded targets can only attack with light 
weapons or bare-handed attacks. 

 
Gray Ooze. A mass that looks like clay or wet stone, about the size of a human. 
Wounds: 3. Light armor. Attacks as 9 minions. 
• Acidic. Constant. Each time it successfully hits, whether it injures or not, it can inflict +1 Wound, 

destroy a weapon/held item, or reduce the effectiveness of armor by 1 level (target’s choice.) 
• Amorphous. It ignores the first Wound from any attack. Those in hand to hand range must test 

Daring difficulty 6 each round during the defend/protect phase or lose their footing and be unable to 
act in the round. 

 
Junoxian. A floppy-fleshed horror, gurgling flesh in constant motion, clawed and fanged monsters. 
Wounds: 2. Medium armor. Various weapon types, mostly reach (man-catchers or nets.) 
• Magic Resistance. Constant. If resisting magic with a roll, they count every die as rolling 10. If the 

attack does damage, they ignore the first Wound. 
 
Junoxian Half-Breed. Features melt and run a bit. Their flesh is like wax exposed to varying heat. 
Wounds: 1. Minion. Medium armor. 
 
Junoxian Mutant. The change process ran away with these monsters, in very individual ways. 
Wounds: [2+1d5]. Medium armor. Add 1 mutation for each Wound after 2. 

1. Chameleon Skin. Constant. Cunning for stealth is [Wounds x2]. 
2. Extra Armor. Constant. Armor is heavy. 
3. Extra Limbs. Constant. Add heavy or reach weaponry with 2 more arms. 
4. Extra Strength. Constant. Double Wounds for Brawn bonus, +1 Wound damage in melee. 
5. Poison Slime. Constant. Those in melee range when the mutant is hit must test Daring 

difficulty 10 or be sprayed with toxic slime that inflicts 1 Wound. Using Awesome Points to 
ignore the damage means losing a level of armor or a weapon instead. 

6. Shriek. 3 AP. Scream as a focus action. All those in the same arena must test Daring 
difficulty 10 or be -6 to all actions. The penalty goes away at the rate of 1 a round.  

7. Spines. Constant. Decked out with spines. They can be used as light weapons, or hurled as 
range weapons. 
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8. Toxic Spray. 3 AP. Spray goo in a line in the current arena and an adjacent arena. All those 
who could be in the line must test Daring difficulty 10 or be hit. If hit, test Brawn difficulty 8 
or be paralyzed for [1d10 x 10] minutes. 

9. Two Heads. Constant. Double maximum Wounds for the Awareness bonus. 
10. Wild Card. Roll on the Monster Talents list, or roll again on this list. 

 
Junoxian Swarm. Their youth can range from fitting in your palm to the size of your head. They attack 
in roiling chittering masses, sinking their fangs into flesh that loosens in their toxic presence. 
Wounds: [1d5+2].  
 
Lothakites. From the deep, these scaled fish-men have wide mournful mouths, baleful lamp-like eyes, 
tough hides, and clawed webbed limbs. They were once human. 
Wounds: 3. Heavy armor. Light weapon (+3) or hand weapon. Amphibious. Can see 2 arenas in the dark. 
 
Lothakite Half Breed. Humans with ugly fish mutations, scaling patchy skin, some still pass for human. 
Wounds: 1. Minion. Light armor. Hand weapon. 
 
Mindria. Undying spellcasters, chosen to linger by a Death God so they could desperately continue to act 
out their passion to protect something. 
Wounds: 8. Very Heavy armor. Unarmed, count as light weapons (+8) that inflict 3 Wounds. 
• Focused. Constant. If killed, they rise the next night. They can only be truly destroyed by proving to 

them their protection is no longer needed. They will pursue an object they are protecting until it is 
safely theirs again. 

• Mighty Casters. Constant. They can cast any wizard spell at will. Some have access to other 
grimores and talents.  

 
Ogre. About 12 feet tall, usually either gaunt and hard or fat and sloppy. Vicious, love eating humans. 
• 5 Wounds. No natural armor, can wear armor. Hand weapon attack unarmed, can use weapons. 

o Strong. The ogre has 10 Brawn and does +2 Wounds (also ranged, if using muscles.) 
 
Ogrillon. Half ogre, half orc, all big and ugly-like. (Roll on orc table to flavor appearance. Page 224.) 
• Wounds: 5. Medium armor. Unarmed attack is +7 to hit and does 3 Wounds. 
 
Ossuarian Guard. These constructs appear to be statues or religious icons. Until they attack. 
Wounds: 2. Heavy armor. Hand weapon. 
• Doomtouch. Constant. Any time a target is successfully hit by a Guard, the target receives a random 

minor curse (p. 109) 
• Magic Resistance. Constant. If resisting magic with a roll, they count every die as rolling 10. If the 

attack does damage, they ignore the first Wound. 
• Spirit Armor. Constant. It ignores 4 Wounds from any weapon that is not blessed or enchanted. 
• Transformative. Constant. When they sense someone in their arena from a different religion, or no 

religion at all, they transform into terrifying attackers. They do not move beyond the adjacent arena to 
what they are protecting, and when the threat is gone, they transform back to their previous form. 
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They can transform as a free action, getting a surprise attack against those in their arena any time in 
the combat phase. 

 
Pirate. A ne’er do well who makes a living from raiding shipping and coasts. 
Wound: 1. Minion. Medium armor.  
 
Shrieker. A squat purple mushroom between knee and waist high. 
Wound: 1. No armor. No attack. They shriek at light in adjacent arenas, or theirs, causing all those in their 
arena to be -2 on all rolls. 
 
Stinghound. Body of a bloodhound, head and tail of a stingray. 
Wounds: 2. Light armor. Bites as light weapon (+2), stings as reach weapon. 
• Paralytic Venom. Constant. If the target takes 1 Wound from the sting, the target must test Brawn 

difficulty 8 or be paralyzed for [1d10 x 10] minutes. 
 
Strangleweed. It likes like a 12’ patch of seaweed. 
Wounds: 4. Heavy armor. Reach weapon (+6 impede). 
• Squeeze and Drown. Constant. Its attack is not noted by the DM before it happens! It attempts to 

impede every character in the water in its arena. Those successfully impeded take 1 Wound; armor 
offers no protection. Drowning: test Brawn every round, starting at 5 difficulty +1 per round. Every 
failure inflicts 1 Wound. 

 
Undead Tree. Appears gray, leafless, dead. Has rotting fruit hanging on its undying branches. 
Wounds: 8. Very heavy armor. Reach weapons. A burst of 4 holy energy renders it dormant for an hour. 
• Smack. Constant. Its attack need not be noted by the DM before it happens! It gains up to 6 attack 

rolls against targets in its arena each round with a reach weapon. When it attacks, all those in its arena 
or an adjacent arena suffer a Terror test difficulty 9 once. 

• Hurl. 1 AP. It can hurl its fruit. The fruit does no damage, but its negative energy provokes a Brawn 
test difficulty 6. Those who fail take 2 Wounds. 

 
Vision of St. Eprial the Dragonslayer. He appears cowled and moaning “The suffering! The suffering!” 
Finisher, Strength 8. (Temperature drops in his arena when he uses powers, you can see your breath.) He 
is tied to the island. He cannot be exorcised, as some essential part of him is in the World Above. He has 
only been disturbed and pulled back by the desecration of his tomb. (Ghosts on page 233.) 
• Sensory Trace (3). He can appear to be a real hermit. He will not do more than groan his warning, 

unless he is speaking to a Hammerite or a follower of the Lady of the White Way. (Then he will 
suggest they can find him if they turn the tree.) 

• Jump Scare. He can appear or disappear, inflicting Terror 8 (+1 per additional Strength he adds). He 
will usually do this by appearing right behind a group and howling at them about the suffering. 

• Killing Touch. 4 Strength. He can inflict 1 Wound a round that ignores armor, most talents, and 
Awesome Points spent to reduce it. The affected victim counts as pinned, unable to use a move 
action. 

If they clear the Junoxian and Sothakite presence from his island, and stop the slaving going on there, he 
can once again rest. 
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Minions Plus Levels Equals What? 
 
There are many basic half-breeds or pirates that have levels added to them. 
• For fighter types, add +1 Wound every odd level starting with 1. Add Fighter talents at will. 
• For spellcaster types, add +1 Wound every even level starting with 2. Add Wizard talents at will. 
 
To match the World Between economy, divide all loot by 10. 


